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necessary for such a facility.
From previous experience and recognising the unique
processes required in successfully completing health projects,
the team at Donnelleys worked closely with hospital staff on
a project plan which aimed at addressing the complexity of
services and equipment required in the facilities day to day
operations.
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Sharon Cary, Inpatient Services Manager for Central Network Mental Health Sutherland
said that Donnelley Constructions interaction skill was “Always positive and useful. There
was a good customer relationship and communication – at a minimum on a fortnightly basis.
Importantly, there was also flexibility without compromise”.
“Overall, it was great quality work and it was always easy to contact the principal builder
directly with any issues.” She said. “There was quick resolution to issues and a positive learning
experience for someone who doesn’t work in the building industry”.
Donnelley Constructions is proud of its successful completion of the Mental Health
Rehabilitation Unit, believing it to be an outstanding project achieved by working to specific
guidelines, which were established during the projects induction process.
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